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Panel shares
advice about
civil activism

Wednesday
77°

48°

Thursday
75°

55°

Transfer student
unafraid to hold
strong beliefs

Friday
45°

75°

Taylor Cheney
STAFF WRITER
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Shirley Phelps-Roper, daughter of Westboro Baptist Church founder Fred Phelps, is interviewed by a local television station.

2010 Football Preview
Spring practice continues
with a piecemeal lineup
due to several players’
injuries.

See page 9

Westboro group protests
Gov. Sanford’s infidelity
USC students armed with satirical signs
outnumber anti-gay activists
Jonathan Battaglia

ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

3D Madness!!
Riding on the coattails of
“Avatar’s” success, 2010
will likely see more major
blockbusters released
in 3D than ever before,
which may not be a good
thing.

See page 5

Act iv ist s f rom t he Westboro Bapt ist Chu rch, a
group known for its stance against homosexuals, were
outnumbered by counter-protestors Tuesday morning
at the State House . The four church members held
signs reading “Pray for more dead kids” and “America is
doomed.”
The church, which is based in Topeka, Kan., has come
under fire for traveling the country to picket the funerals
of U.S. soldiers and stomping on American flags. They also
operate the Godhatesfags.com and GodhatesAmerica.com
Web sites.
In Columbia, they were protesting the infidelity of Gov.
Mark Sanford.
City police kept the protestors and counter-protestors
about 10 feet from each other. They originally told
counter-protestors they could not stay without a permit,
but eventually allowed them to stay.
Jacob Phelps, the grandson of Westboro founder Fred
Phelps, held signs up to traffic along Gervais Street.
“You have a vile governor and a state full of vile people,”
said Phelps, 26. “We’re he re to protest against these
sinners.”
A news release from Westboro’s Web site criticized the
state’s legislature for being “adulterer enablers” and called

XXXXX ● X
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it the “South Carolina Taliban.”
The protest took place a few 100 feet from a rally for
South Carolina’s Special Olympics. Former USC running
back and Heisman winner George Rogers spoke out against
the use of the word “retard.”
Phelps said the church was not aware of the Special
Olympics rally when they planned the picketing.
“They need to hear it too,” Phelps said. “We’re not
prejudiced about who can hear our message.”
Members of the community and university, including
the Pastafarians, a non-religious organization, showed up
to satirize the protest. A Facebook group promoting the
Westboro ● 2

Birdcage entertains, teaches
Did the Texas Board
of Education overstep
its bounds by making
textbooks more
conservative?

See page 5
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Photo slideshows
Check out all our photos
of the Westboro Baptist
C h u rc h p rote ste r s a n d
photos from Wednesday’s
Birdcage.
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Male, female impersonators unite to raise
awareness, understanding of gay community
Sara Hartley

STAFF WRITER

Rainbow colored banners hung behind a full-size
runway and Beyonce’s “Single Ladies” blared while
students filled the Russell House Ballroom Tuesday
night, setting the tone for USC’s tenth annual production
of The Birdcage.
Once the lights dimmed and the MC, a professional
female impersonator named Samantha Hunter, entered
the stage, the entertainment didn’t stop. Hunter’s skintight red dress, flashing jewelry, lipstick and long lashes
were enough to captivate the audience even before his
racy sense of humor was revealed.
“When you see a queen on stage, what do you do?”
Hunter asked.
Many ent husiast ic audience members responded
accordingly by offering her dollar bills, a trend that
continued throughout the night with each of the 11
professional male and female impersonators.
The production is based on the 1996 movie, “The
Birdcage,” which stars Robin Williams and Nathan Lane.
USC’s interpretation is hosted by Carolina Productions
and co-sponsored by the Bisexual, Gay, Lesbian, Straight
Alliance as part of the Carolina Judicial Council’s Annual
Creed Week.
This year’s theme, Divas and Diamonds, was evident
throughout the night as the performers entered to sing
and dance in glitter and sequence-colored outfits.
Hu nt e r k e p t t h e a u d i e n c e l a u g h i n g b e t w e e n
performances, venturing into the crowd to sit on laps and
at one point bringing students onto the stage to mimic
him as he swaggered and danced down the runway.
But there was a purpose behind the entertainment.
David Filipczak and Lee McKagen, president and vice
president of BGLSA, respectively, discussed how the
event serves to raise awareness and understanding of the
gay community.
Birdcage ● 2

Sunday marked the final
day of the “Student Activism,
Southern Style” conference
which took place this past
weekend. A panel of three
USC students discussed their
work in political activism in
the Russell House to conclude
the program.
One of the panel memebers,
second-year political science
student Tessa Johnson has
been enrolled as a transfer
student from London since
Aug ust. A l ready act ively
i nvolved i n t he Fem i n ist
Majority Leadership Alliance,
Johnson has attended oral
cont racept ive protest s at
t he Statehouse, collected
signatures for reproductive
r ight s, screened fem i n ist
documentaries and raised
f u nd s for lo c a l women’s
shelters in Columbia. Now
living overseas, Johnson said
she has gained a new respect
for her freedom in England.
“There are a lot of things
I t o o k f o r g r a nt e d l i k e
o r a l c o nt r a c e p t i v e s a nd
reproduction rights,” she said.
“I forget how lucky I am at
home.”
Johnson attended all girls
pr ivate school wh ich she
said had a lot to do w it h
strengthening her activist
opinions today.
“It’s alienat ing to have
strong views,” she said. “I
was often disliked for what I
believed, but it’s been a trade
of f for meet i ng a maz i ng
p eople, educ ator s , older
graduates and polit icians
(which is) inspiring.”
Johnson said that the voting
system af fects t he public
differently than in the States.
“The political parties (in
England) are very similar so if
one candidate gets chosen over
the other, it doesn’t change
much.”
A major issue concerning
feminists according to
Joh nson is t he rad ic a l
stereotypes associated with
their image and the messages
they stand for.
“Perception is a backlash.
All people see us as lesbians
and constantly fighting the
issue of abortion,” she said.
“Few people think women
should have equal rights and
a lot of men and women just
don’t care.”
Johnson said she defines
feminism as not just fighting
for things like abortion, but
also equal wages and equal
opportunities and does not
mind being labeled as one.
“There is a world as it is and
there is a world as it ought to
be,” she said.
Howe ver, t h rough her
experience in America and
i n t h e F M L A , Jo h n s o n
plans to go into politics and
has concluded that student
activism will always play a role
in her life.
“Being involved in FMLA
has changed the course of my
life and given me so much
experience,” she said. “I have
had so much fun and I hope
in the future I hope to be
doing the same thing, if not
as a student, but for the rest of
my life.”

David Walters / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

John Gulledge, reigning Miss Gaymecock, was one of 13
performers at the 10th annual Birdcage in Russell House.

Comments on this story?
E-mail sagcknew@mailbox.sc.edu
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Brain studies explore gender differences
Systemizing, empathizing
tendencies sex-linked
Nathan Wilder

THE DAILY GAMECOCK

The human brain is the most complex
organ in the human body but it is also the
organ we know least about. It’s not that we
don’t know much about the brain, but new
discoveries in neuroscience are uncovered

constantly.
One relatively new study being conducted
discusses the differences between the male
and female brains. There are many obvious
differences between males and females, but
the way each gender processes information
is different.
The male bra i n is character ized by
systemizing tendencies and mechanistic
thinking. Men are generally inclined to
figure out how things work or understand the
underlying rules that govern the behavior of
a system. Their purpose is to comprehend

and predict a system and invent a new one.
I n cont ra st , t he fema le bra i n is
characterized by empathizing tendencies
and tends to take on a more mentalist
way of thinking. Essentially, this means
women tend to have the drive to identify
with another person’s emotions or thoughts
and respond to them with an appropriate
emot ion. The pu r pose of t h is way of
thinking is to understand another person,
predict his or her behavior and to correlate
to him or her emotionally.
I n shor t , t he d if ference bet ween
“mechanism” and “mentalism” is figuring
things out and understanding people.
However, t here are many indiv idual
exceptions to a major generalization. For
instance, there are many women taller than
the average man and there are many men
shorter than the average women, but the
generalization “Men are on average taller
than women” is still valid.
Differences in sex thinking have evolved
through the course of human evolution.
Men have come to acquire such systemized
thinking as a result of the challenge to invent
tools and weapons to build and hunt prey.
At the same time, low empathetic thinking
was crucial in tolerating solitude on long
hunting trips and necessary for interpersonal
violence, which spurred as a result of male
competition.
Women have acquired an empathetic way
of thinking because of the need to facilitate
mothering techniques. These techniques
involved anticipating and understanding
the needs of an infant, who cannot yet talk,
and making friends in new environments,
in which women found themselves upon

marriage.
These sex differences are adaptive, and as
a result of different brain functions, there
are strengths and weaknesses to each. The
male and female brains are predominantly
systematic and empathetic respectively but
certain neurological disorders occur when
one’s brain is too strong in one way or the
other.
B ot h t he me c h a n i s t ic /s y s t e m i z i n g
thinking of males and the empathizing/
mentalistic thinking in females is distributed
normally in the population; however, some
individuals exhibit an “extreme male brain”
or an “extreme female brain.”
The extreme male brain portrays thinking
that treats others as machines, without minds
or feelings. This behavior is associated with
autism. Autistics are unaware that other
humans have a mind of their own and tend
to think that other people think exactly as
they do.
The extreme female brain displays an
overload of emotion and attributes minds,
thoughts and feelings to inanimate objects.
This behavior is characteristic of paranoid
schizophrenia. Paranoid schizophrenics tend
to hear voices where there are no people and
they attribute thinking where none exists,
such as when they think people are talking
about or conspiring against the individual
when they aren’t.
The ex t reme male bra i n por t rays a
“mind-blind” characteristic, whereas the
extreme female brain depicts a “logic-blind”
characteristic.
Comments on this story?
E-mail sagcknew@mailbox.sc.edu

Birdcage ● Continued from 1

WIN TICKETS TO SEE JEFF DUNHAM
at the Colonial Life Arena

by becoming a registered dailygamecock.com user.
Visit dailygamecock.com and click on Register link.
Winners will be notified March 24. One entry per person. Students, faculty & staff are allowed to enter!

“It’s def initely a really
f u n event, but we t r y to
incorporate an educational
side as well,” said Dav id
Fil ipcza k , a second-year
cor porate f i na nce a nd
accounting student.
The professional female
impersonators are mostly
f rom t he Columbia area,
Filipczak said. Two USC
st udents also performed,
David Walters / THE DAILY GAMECOCK
one being the reigning Miss
Performers interacted with the audience at The Birdcage.
Gaymecock.
John Gulledge, a secondyear English student and this year’s winner of the Miss Gaymecock pageant, said he
attended The Birdcage last year and that it changed his view of female impersonators.
“There is a misconception that men just dress up because they want to be women,”
Gulledge said. “The educational part [of this event] is to walk away with the experience
and appreciation for what these men do.”
Beyond the costumes and dancing, the female impersonators’ work serves to help
the community through benefit events that donate money to organizations such as SC
Pride.
“We do it not only for fun. . .it helped me get through school, go back to church, buy
my house,” Hunter said in the question—answer session that followed the performance.
After the performance, Michael McKagen, a second-year hotel, restaurant and
tourism management student , said the performance also shows the personality of the
performers.
“Female impersonators are entertaining, friendly and a blast to be around,” McKagen
said.
In addition, Filipczak thinks it is a good way to involve students who wouldn’t
normally know about BGLSA.
“On top of that, it’s just a celebration,” Filipczak said.
Comments on this story?
E-mail sagcknew@mailbox.sc.edu

Westboro ● Continued from 1
counter-protest encouraged participants to be civilized and
avoid doing anything illegal.
At one point, the counter-protestors sang the “Spongebob
Squarepants” theme song to drown out the voices of the
Westboro activists.
Mary Harmon, a fourth-year history student , said she
came to the protest to voice her support for gay rights. She
held a sign reading, “God loves the Cocks.”
“I’m against everything they say,” Harmon said. “They are
entitled to their freedom of speech, but so are we.”
Edwin Weber, a master of divinity student at Luther
Theolog ical Sem inar y, said t he Westboro act iv ist s
misinterpret the meaning of the Bible.
“They build a theology of God that says he hates the
world,” said Weber, 23. “Then they use that to justify the
way they act.”
One of the four protestors, seven-year-old Luke Phelps
Roper, held a sign proclaiming “Divorce + Remarriage =
Adultery,” while playing a game on his iPhone. Phelps Roper
is a grandson of Fred Phelps.
“He knows more about the Bible than all these people here
collectively,” Jacob Phelps said. “He knows why he is here.”
Protestors from the church will also be in Charleston and
Mount Pleasant on Wednesday, according to their Web site.
Phelps said the group will likely be back in Columbia soon.
Comments on this story?
E-mail sagcknew@mailbox.sc.edu

therapeutictouchmassage2008.com
Relax, rejuvenate & Learn • We come to you
• Special student rates
• Great for student groups,
organizations or events!
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PRESTON SEEKS FINANCIAL
AID FOR GATSBY BANQUET
RHA prepares for
Spring events

Earn Free Under Armour Gear!

it,” said RHA Sen. Caroline
DeHaven.
Senators f rom ot her
residence halls were not
welcome to t he idea of
their financial legislation
and many asked where the
$4,000 of their finances were
going. As a result, RHA Vice
President Brad W ill ia ms
decided to table the legislation
until next week.
I n ot her news, Preston
Col lege, Colu mbia Ha l l,
Capstone and the Honors
C ol leg e w i l l b e ho s t i ng
“Gibbes Green Egg Hunt”
on April 3 f rom 2 to 3
p.m. on the Gibbes Green.
Invitations have been sent out
via Facebook and as of now, 60
students are in attendance.
Cap stone Sen. Lau ren
Stitzlein said they are hoping
for a “fun and family-like
event aimed for students who
stay on campus over Easter
break.”

Taylor Cheney
STAFF WRITER

3/24
3/28
3/27
3/28
3/30

Preston Residence Hall
appealed for f ina ncial
allocation Tuesday evening
at the RHA meeting for its
annual Gatsby Banquet on
April 15.
After funding a supposed
$4,0 0 0 of its ow n money
toward the event, Preston
was in need of $2,000 for
dining services from Carolina
Catering and another $800 for
service fees and decorations.
To support its allocation,
sen ator s sa id t h at a long
with bringing the residents
together, Gatsby is part of a
tradition that says goodbye
to seniors that have lived in
Preston all four years.
“We want t his event as
nice as we can possibly make

WOMEN’S TENNIS
vs. illinois
2pm
vs. Mississippi state 1pm
softball
vs. Auburn 1pm & 3:15pm
vs. Auburn
1pm
Baseball
vs. THE CITADEL
7pm

Visit one of our locations

soon!
1320 Main Street
(across
(across from
from Chick-fil-A)
Chick-fil-A)

7AM
7AM -- 33 PM
PM Monday
Monday -- Friday
Friday
Buy one Breakfast, get one
free with student ID
Now accepting applications.

4855 Forest Drive
10AM
10AM -- 9PM
9PM Monday
Monday -- Sunday
Sunday
FREE drink with Student ID!

for more official rules and guidelines visit

gamecocksonline.com

To k e e p u p w i t h
sustainability, the eggs will
be asked to be returned after
the event and will be donated
to Epworth Children’s Home.
The team asked for $911.74
to finance 2,000 plastic eggs,
candy and gift cards to fill
them with. The legislation
was passed.
B e c au s e M a r c h m a rk s
Sustainabilit y Month, the
Honor s C ol leg e w i l l b e
hosting a “Lights Out! Rave”
on the Sumter street side of
the building at 8 p.m. All are
welcome to attend and free
food and glow sticks will be
given out.
On Su nday, Ma rch 28,
Columbia Hall’s “Keepin’ It
Green” will take place from
2 p.m. to 4 p.m. Residents of
Columbia Hall will clean up
the area around the building
for 15 minutes and in return,
receive a custom plastic water
bottle.
Exam breaker organization
was st ressed to residence
hall leaders as it is “not too
soon, but getting too late” to
begin planning, according to
Williams.
T h i s we ek a l s o m a rk s
Residence Mentor
appreciation week and RHA
urges all on-campus residents
to g ive t h a n k s for t hei r
mentors.
The Hands for Hunger
Charity Poker tournament
is on Thursday at 7 p.m. in
the Green Quad Learning
Center. To pre-register, visit
rha.sc.edu and a donation
of $5 or 10 cans is required.
If registering at the event, a
donation of $10 or 20 cans is
needed to attend.

Comments on this story?
E-mail sagcknew@mailbox.sc.edu
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Obamacare
potentially
detrimental
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Duties as first lady
end with marriage
Spotted: Jenny Sanford is definitely still on the hunt.
Jenny announced last Friday that she is planning an Easter
egg hunt with the Palmetto Health Children’s Hospital and
the Junior League of Columbia located at the Governor’s
Mansion.
Wait, Jenny filed for divorce with Sanford. And their
divorce was finalized last Thursday, so why is she pretending
to still be a resident at the Governor’s Mansion and planning
events there? Jenny and her four sons have been living at a
beach-front home since last summer, so why has she come
back to Columbia?
Yes, she was the first lady,
Jenny should but her duties are over, so is it
really necessary for this event
continue to be with little children to be held
where Gov. Mark Sanford lives
Will Jenny be running
a good example ... alone?
around Sanford’s home with
children searching for
but her first lady these
eggs, too?
There really are no set rules
days are over.
on whether the first lady can
continue her duties even with
a finalized divorce, but why
would she want to?
If there are negative motives behind this Easter egg hunt,
then that’s pretty sad for her to use an event to spy on her ex.
If there are political motives behind the event then shame on
you Jenny for trying to ride the coattails of your ex.
Whatever her intentions this event should go on since the
children have probably already heard and are hyped up for
the hunt, but for her next event a change in location would
be appropriate.
Jenny should continue to be a good example and plan
charity events since she has played a huge role in South
Carolina, but her first lady days are over. She should no
longer step onto Sanford’s ground.

OPINION GRAB BAG
Columnists weigh in on whether the Texas Board of Education
has the right to inject conservative viewpoint into textbooks
I t h ink t hat t he Texas Board of
Education definitely overstepped their
bounds. Learning means fi nding truth.
It should presented with balance and
fairness. Textbooks should reflect all sides
of what we know as truth and deciding to
inject conservative viewpoints was a bad
decision for an educational institution.
— Jessica Hardin
I think it’s ridiculous that Texas
chooses which textbooks go into middle
schools and high schools across our
nation. Shouldn’t Texas just choose for
their own state and let the other states
decide from themselves? And yes, states
are influenced by their massive selection
of books, but the other states shouldn’t be
lazy and go by what Texas does.
— Marilynn Joyner
Because it constitutes such a large
share of the market, it is natural for Texas
textbook preferences to inf luence all
textbooks. States will have to mandate
their own picky textbook regulations
in order to avoid having the Lone Star
State’s values imposed on them.
— Peter Schaeffing

The Board of Education had no right
to inject its bias into the state’s textbooks.
Since Texas buys so many books, states
across the nation are influenced by what
the Texas board chooses. Though Texas
has the right to decide what Texans should
learn, it has no right to interfere with the
truth. Questioning the secular intentions
of the Founding Fathers and further
extolling Republican philosophies not
only harms Texan students, but students
across the nation.
— Ryan Quinn
No, the Texas Board of Education did
not have the right to inject a stronger
conservative viewpoint into textbooks.
Textbooks should generally be totally
unbiased to ensure that students can
think for themselves without a small
percentage of the population improperly
directing their ideas. Unless the book
is designed to educate its readers about
different viewpoints or biases, political,
religious or moral opinions should be left
out.
— Drew Robinson

Church relaxes doctrine, gives nod to medicine
Sharp decline in membership
forces Christian Scientists
to redefine beliefs, brand
The ironically named Church of Christ,
Scient ist , which rejects scient if ic medical
remedies in favor of prayer and meditation,
is seek ing to tone dow n its message. The
denomination is bleeding members as more
and more people realize, thank the Lord, that
seeing a doctor is a good idea.
Prayer and meditat ion have had proven
healing effects on the psyche, and a healthy
psycholog y is proven to support a healt hy
physiology. Most Christians also believe prayer
has divine healing effects. But, as all are aware,
the divine does not always grant one’s wishes.
Just as man cannot survive on bread alone,
man cannot survive solely on prayer. Sometimes
we humans need a loaf of whole-grain, a dose of
penicillin or even a treatment of chemotherapy.
According to a New York Times article,
“Christian Science Church seeks truce on
me d ic i ne” b y Pau l V it el lo , t he g r oup’s

membership has fallen to under 100,000. To
combat this, it intends to promote its method
of healing as a supplement to proven practices,
rather than the end-all-be-all form of recovery.
But this removal of prayer from an equal
plane with treatments like heart transplants
and brain surgeries is in direct opposition to
the beliefs of the Christian Science Church’s
founder, Mary Baker Eddy, who said that:
“The tender word and Christian
encou ragement of a n i nva l id,
pit if ul pat ience w it h his fears
a nd t he removal of t hem, are
better than hecatombs of gushing
theories, stereot yped borrowed
s p e e c he s , a nd t he d ol i n g of
arguments, which are but so many
parodies on legitimate Christian
Ryan
Science, aflame with divine Love.”
Quinn
Second-year
Obviously, the founder’s beliefs
print
do
not r e p r e s e nt t he b el ie f s
journalism
of all Christian Scientists. But
student
Eddy ’s ideas do represent t he
fundamentals of the denomination.
T h is d i m i n i shed emph a sis on hea l i ng
t hrough prayer t hus t ransforms Christ ian

About The Daily Gamecock

IT’S YOUR RIGHT
The goal of The Daily Gamecock’s
Viewpoints page is to stimulate
discussion in the University of South
Ca r o l i n a c o m m u n i t y. A ll p u b l i s h e d
authors are expected to provide logical
arguments to back their views.
The Daily Gamecock encourages
readers to voice opinions and offers three
methods of expression: letters to the
editor, guest columns and feedback on
dailygamecock.com.
Letters and guest columns should be
submitted via e-mail to gamecockeditor@
sc.edu. Letters must be 200 to 300 words
in length and include the author’s name,

year in school and area of study.
We also invite student leaders and
USC faculty members to submit guest
c o l u m n s . C o l u m n i s t s s h o u l d ke e p
submissions to about 50 0 words in
length and include the author’s name and
position. Guest columns are limited to
three per author per semester.
The editor reserves the right to edit
and condense submissions for length
and clarity, or not publish at all.
All submissions become the property
of The Daily Gamecock and must
conform to the legal standards of USC
Student Media.

CORRECTIONS
If you find an error in today’s edition of The Daily Gamecock, let us
know about it. E-mail sagckvew@mailbox.sc.edu and we will print the
correction in our next issue.

Scientists into mere Christians. By saying
that prayer is no substitute for proven medical
theories, prayer as a healing method becomes
equal to homeopathic methods, such as the
maple syrup diet.
Just like the maple syrup diet, prayer becomes
only a form of indirect healing: it is neither
the divine nor the maple syrup that heals you,
but rather the belief that they can heal you
that affects improvement. But, then again,
believing something without a rational basis is
one defi nition of faith.
In summation, it is good that the Christian
Scientists are redefi ning an obviously ignorant
set of beliefs. But t hat begs t he quest ion:
W it hout a foremost emphasis on heal i ng
through prayer, what exactly is a Christian
Scientist?
The vast majority of the public cannot answer
this question. Not only must the Christian
Science Church rebrand itself, it must also
convey to potential converts what it means to
be a Christian Scientist, beyond their infamous
aversion to doctors.

Obamacare is being
called the equivalent to the
passage of the Civil Rights
Ac t s, wh ich is laughable
considering the following.
This bill was constructed in
secret, backroom meetings
where members of Congress
were bought off one-by-one.
This example of egregious,
Chicago-style politics has no
place in American politics.
A bill cannot be considered
sound if it does not receive a
single vote from the minority
part y, when bribery is the
main political maneuver and
when state sovereignt y is
eroded away as if it is no big
deal.
T he A me r ic a n p e o p le
have spoken loud and clear
in opposition to Obamacare.
Since June, polls have shown
that many Americans did not
want this bill passed and that
they wanted both sides to
come up with comprehensive
r e f o r m , n o t a c o m p le t e
overhaul of the entire system.
But what d id t he l ibera l
Democrats do? They ignored
t he w ill of t he A merican
people and shoved this bill
down the throats of their own
caucus, for which many will be
jobless after November.
I wish I could be happy
knowing they will be out of
power in the Fall. But, I cannot
be happy knowing that my
state will have to carry these
new, unfunded mandates.
We c a n not a f f ord t he
progressive programs our
country already has. How on
earth can we fathom being able
to afford this new entitlement?
Our great country cannot
sustain herself any longer.
We were at the edge of a cliff
raking in debt. After this bill
is signed into law we will be
pushed off the cliff. There is
a day of reckoning coming to
America, and when it comes it
is going to hurt very badly.
This is why I am so
proud to have an attorney
general who w ill take on
the administration. Henry
McMaster has filed several
lawsuits against the democrats
in Washington, D.C. to keep
South Carolina sovereign. He
faces very tough odds in suing
over health care but it is our
last chance to stop this bill
from infringing on our rights.
I wish him luck.
The Democrats will be
thrown from power in an even
more dramatic manner than in
1994. I, for one, look forward
to Republican Leaders John
Boehner, Eric Cantor and
Congressman Mike Pence
trying to correct the damage
that has occurred in the 111th
Congress, if it is at all possible.
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“Equality is the soul of liberty; there is, in fact, no
liberty without it.”
— Frances Wright
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3D revolutionizes film industry,
threatens to detract from artistry
Neal Hughes

STAFF WRITER

“Avatar” made enough money to buy both the Washington Redskins and the Dallas
Cowboys, and still have enough money left over to pay fans to actually go to Redskins
games. With this ungodly gross and world box office records, fi lmmakers have taken
notice and tried to replicate what made “Avatar” so successful.
For example, when news of the box office records reached the ears of the people in
charge of “Alice in Wonderland,” it too became a 3D feature so as to ride the coattails
of “Avatar’s” monetary triumphs. In fact, nearly 25 3D movies will be released in 2010
— double the number released in 2009. Production companies are indicating that 3D
is the future of cinema, and is something that they want American and international
audiences to embrace.
From the 1950s to ‘70s, 3D was used as a gimmick to attract viewers to come
experience the sensation of “depth perception.” It really wasn’t until “Avatar” that
a movie of any cinematic weight was put into 3D. Unless, of course, you foolishly
consider “My Bloody Valentine” an underrated masterpiece.
Now that the technology has advanced to its current state, in which live-action 3D

Christophe Ena / AP Exchange

“Alice in Wonderland” grossed $116 million its opening weekend earlier this month.

Courtesy of AP Exchange

“How to Train Your Dragon,” premiering Friday, is the latest in a slew of 3D releases.
is a realistic possibly without being too exorbitant or looking clunky, the question
arises: is this really going to benefit the cinema business?
From a purely financial standpoint, yes, having movies in 3D will benefit the
business initially. With the allure of 3D, companies could just string together
nonsense images, add dialogue (and believe me some will try) and people will show up,
because sadly that is how it works.
It seems that eventually every blockbuster could be made in the 3D format, but
this will prove to be problematic. By making a movie in 3D, much of the art of the
camera is lost in the process. The added depth completely throws off angles, and
cinematographers have another variable to consider when fi lming. Instead of using
camera angles and perspectives to create an emotion or feeling, shots will be done to
fit a certain criteria of how “cool” it looks.
Take “The Dark Knight,” a beautiful and hauntingly shot film. Director Christopher
Nolan showed he is a master of the camera, a veritable maestro in Hollywood. If the
movie had come out post-“Avatar,” there is a likelihood that it would have been shot or
converted (a cardinal sin) into 3D. Sure, the Joker’s magic trick would have made quite
the splash in 3D, but otherwise the format would have detracted from the grittiness
and moral dilemmas posed in the fi lm.
It would be entirely too distracting to watch Alfred read Rachel Dawes’ note to
Bruce Wayne while Michael Caine’s face is right in front of the audience, prompting
some to reach out and try to swipe at it because trying to touch the different beams of
light in a 3D movie seems be a new spectator pastime.
3D is a fascinating invention and sometimes enhances a viewing experience, like it
did in “Avatar” (anything to distract from the dialogue), but usually, as in the case of
“Alice in Wonderland,” it ends up making the fi lm seem cartoonish and cheap. With
3D probably here for the long run, it would be futile to fight it. However, it should
be reserved for the lighthearted and vapid movies, and never become the standard for
fi lmmaking.
Comments on this story?
E-mail sagcketc@sc.edu

O’DONNELL TO RETURN
TO DAYTIME HOSTING

Books explore
shades of green
Literature covers
March’s representative
color thoroughly
Katie Crocker

THE DAILY GAMECOCK

March is the start of spring,
which means the blooming
f lowers on campus, St.
Patrick’s Day and the renewal
of the frenzy for students to
f inish their last months of
school before summer.
Therefore, it’s appropriate
for this week to honor the
color g reen — a color
w it h m a n y a s s o c i at io n s ,
a nd t he color t hat seem s
representative of March.
One example is t he ever
p opu l a r movement to g o
green and make a more ecofriendly world. For those who
are passionate about going
green, “The Green Book”
by El iz ab et h Roger s a nd
Thomas M. Kost igen w ill
make you feel a lit t le less
guilty for all those years you
didn’t sort your recyclables.
The book’s wit, charm and
host of celebrity contributors
like Ellen DeGeneres and
Tim McGraw makes for an
easy read.
W h at m a k e s t h e b o o k
different from many “green”
books on the market is that
it takes into account that not
everyone can follow the “allorganic” lifestyle.
The book proves that it’s
the little things that make
t he most d if ference when
work i ng toward a n eco-

friendly environment.
Things like turning off
the tap when brushing
your teeth can save up
to 1.5 billion gallons of
water, according to the
book.
March leaves ma ny
students with a gaping
hole in t heir sav ings,
done in by March
M ad ne s s s a le s or b y
every repetition of “just
one more round for the whole
bar, am igos,” over Spring
Break.
The much-needed moola is ha rd to come by, so
investing in a copy of “Frugal
Liv i ng for D u m m ie s” by
D e b o r a h Ta y l o r - H o u g h
might be the first of many
smart choices.
The book has helpf u l
pointers on spending wisely
when in a t ight spot. The
chapters include “Creating
Fr ugal Meals” or “Sav ing
Money on Big-Ticket Items,”
both of which call attention
to a st udent ’s budget for
eating out and shopping.
One of the great things it
does is devote some time to
your attitude toward money,
and how to overcome pit y
party syndrome, which can
trap a person in a downward
spiral.
Finally, since t his is t he
only time of the year when
t h i ng s ca n be t he color
green and still pass health
inspection, a book about the
celebration of St. Patrick’s
Day is fitting.
In order to fully appreciate
the holiday, a history lesson

‘The View’ personality
plans to fill talkshow void
caused by Oprah’s leave
Joe Flint
MCT Campus

is in order — because
everything is better when one
can spurt off random facts
about it.
Thus, “The Wearing of
the Green” by Daryl Adair
and Mike Cronin gives an
insightful look at the origins
of the holiday.
The book traces the holiday
from the story of Saint Patrick
to its associat ion wit h t he
festivities of drinking green
beer and plastic leprechauns.
Be warned though, it reads
like a textbook.
For a more fun look on all
things Irish, “The Feck in’
Book of Ever y thing Irish”
by Colin Murphy includes
everything from Irish ballads
to how to make a beef and
Guinness casserole, and will
have you speaking Irish slang
in no t ime. Conf use you r
friends, annoy your neighbors
and do it all while putting on
a fake Irish accent.

Comments on this story?
E-mail sagcketc@sc.edu

Will Rosie O’Donnell play Jay Leno
to Ellen DeGeneres’ Conan O’Brien?
That analogy may be a little over
the top, but not by too much. Just
when DeGeneres was posit ioning
herself as the heir apparent to Oprah
Winfrey’s audience, out of nowhere
comes O’Donnell looking to return to
daytime talk when Winfrey hits the
road in September 2011.
O’Donnell is certainly a big name
who had a huge following with her
fi rst talk show, which ran from 1996
to 2002. However, toward the end of
the run of that show and through her
controversial stint on A BC’s “The
View,” O’Donnell became something
of a lightning rod. Her outspoken
personality and political stances on
“The View” overwhelmed the image
she’d cultivated as “the queen of nice”
on her old talk show.
The folks backing O’Donnell —
former Warner Bros. sy ndicat ion
e xe c ut i ve s D ic k Rob er t s o n a nd
Scott Carlin — are betting that she
can reclaim her old audience. Both
Robertson and Carlin helped launch
her first show, which was produced
b y Wa r n e r B r o s .’ Te l e p i c t u r e s
Productions . When Winfrey leaves,
television stations across the country
— including the ABC-owned stations
i n L o s A n g e le s , Ne w York a nd
Chicago — will have big holes to fi ll.
O’Don nel l is not pla n n i ng a
political show, says a person familiar
wit h her plans. Instead she wants
to do a show that can cover issues
and entertainment much t he way
Winfrey does. According to someone

Peter Kramer / AP Exchange

O’Donnell ignites plans for a new
single-host daytime program on ABC.
close to O’Donnell, her first choice
for a producer is Ror y Ken nedy,
t he docu mentar y f ilm maker who
is the daughter of the late Robert
F. Kennedy. However, no executive
producer has been named yet. Just the
idea that Kennedy is being considered
certainly signals that soft talk may not
be on O’Donnell’s agenda.
Furthermore, even if O’Donnell
is pla n n i ng on l ighten i ng her
personality, that does not guarantee
that the middle America viewers who
made her a hit the fi rst time around
will come back.
O n t he bu si ne s s side, t here is
still a lot of bad blood at ABC over
how she left “The View,” and while
this new show will be sy ndicated,
Rober t son a nd Ca rl i n a re l i kely
g o i n g t o ne e d t he A B C - o w ne d
stations if they are to have a chance at
Rosie ● 7

Rosie ● Continued from 6
succeeding. It is not a given that the ABCowned stations are going to be looking
for another talk show to replace Winfrey.
Some of the stations may opt for more
local news because they can make more
money there.
With her quick wit, comedic timing and
proven track record, O’Donnell certainly
w i l l ma ke t he nex t yea r i nterest i ng.
DeGeneres too had to do a little image
rehab after her ABC sitcom ended, but she
was never as polarizing as O’Donnell has
become.
People close to O’Donnell say it’d be
foolish to bet against her. And it’s true
that she is a smart performer who has
succeeded in the past. She could recapture

her old magic. However, it would also be
foolish to deny that she will need to resell
herself to the public if in fact she wants to
do a broad daytime talk show.
One thing O’Donnell’s re-entry into
talk will do is make it all the harder for
any newcomers to get off the ground.
A s for t he whole Leno - O’Br ien
comparison, it’s true that analogy would
work better if it was Winfrey deciding
not to ret ire after all. But it is wort h
noting that O’Donnell was very critical of
Leno’s decision to come back to late-night
television. Guess it is a case of do as I say,
not as I do.
Comments on this story?
E-mail sagcketc@sc.edu
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with CJC and Empower
11 AM - 2 pm

FOLLOW US
on TWITTER
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11 Am - 2 pm
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WEdnesday

8:00 PM

The birdcage

sponsored by bglsa and CP
Russell house ballroom

3/24

11 Am - 2 pm

HIP HOP EVENT

carolina day at the
state house

sponsored by empower
greene street

sponsored by carolina alumni
network
* registration required

carolina judicial council
info session

9 AM - 12 pm

7:00 pm
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"the game of life"
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sponsored by cjc
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speaker Dr. maura cullen
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“Dumb things well-intended people say”
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co-sponsored by empower, university housing and CJC
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through sunday:

the blind side
movie event sponsored by cp
rh theater
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Inside the Box ● By Marlowe Leverette / The Daily Gamecock

Calendar of Events
What: Grits & Grind for College

Time Bake Sale
When: 10 a.m.
Where: Greene Street

What: Ivy Book Club Meeting
When: 7 p.m.
Where: RH, Room 305

Registration Drive

What: Wakeboarding Club Meeting
When: 8 p.m.
Where: RH, Room 305

What: Fitness Buddies Information

What: Golf Club Meeting
When: 8:30 p.m.
Where: RH, Room 303

What: Daily Gamecock Online
When: 11 a.m.
Where: Greene Street

Table

When: 11 a.m.
Where: Greene Street

SPORTS SCHEDULE

What: Giving Back Project — Bake

Sale

When: 12 p.m.
Where: Greene Street

Men’s Tennis

Clemson
2:30 p.m.
Today
Clemson, S.C.

What: NAACP at USC Weekly

Meeting

Softball

When: 5 p.m.
Where: Russell House Theater
What: CSCC Bible Study
When: 6:30 p.m.
Where: RH Dining Room

Whiteboard ● By Bobby Sutton / The Daily Gamecock

The Scene

THE SEA WOLF MUTINY, FULL COLOR FOOTAGE, M-TANK,
FAMOUS LAST WORDS
7 p.m. doors, $5 over 21 / $8 under 21
New Brookland Tavern, 122 State St.

TODAY

PhD ● By Jorge Chan

Coastal Carolina
6 p.m.
Today
Conway, S.C.

TOMORROW

LEMON TREE
8 p.m., $6.50
Nickelodeon Theatre, 937 Main St.

AMERICAN OUTRAGE
6 p.m., $6.50
Nickelodeon Theatre, 937 Main St.

BANFF MOUNTAIN FILM FESTIVAL
7 p.m., $12 day of show
Russell House Ballroom

AARON & GRANT CAMPAIGN FUNDRAISER
7:30 p.m. doors, $5 suggested donation
New Brookland Tavern, 122 State St.

JILL FELBER GUEST ARTIST FLUTE RECITAL
7:30 p.m., Free
School of Music Recital Hall, 813 Assembly
St.

PALMETTO PANS STEEL BAND CONCERT
7:30 p.m., Free
School of Music Recital Hall, 813 Assembly
St.

03/24/10

HOROSCOPES

1234567890-=
A R IES A ll intelligent
activity earns praise from
those in power. Throw in
a little creativity and you’ll
appreciate the work as well.

L EO Two p eople get
together to hatch a brilliant
plan. The logic escapes you
at first, but later you agree
wholeheartedly.

up your feelings. You wear
your heart on your sleeve.
Confession is good for the
soul.

everyone dances to the same
drummer. Logic dictates the
need for responsible effort if
change is to occur.

difficult today unless you try
lighting a fire under a creative
co-worker and letting him or
her run with the ball.

sure that your heart agrees.
Otherwise, emotions will
block the path and cost you
the race.

GEMINI Well, you’re
ha lf way out of t he box .
Creat ive t h ink ing really
works. Imagination carries
you past the hard work to the
goal.

LIBRA Ease into a public
presentation by considering
the possibilities. Tr y not
to focus on your ner vous
stomach. Eyes on the prize.

AQ UA R I U S Wat c h
where you’re going. Today
you’ll be apt to rush into
things. Consider the second
or third step before you even
start.

in the driver’s seat early. Let
your partner ride shotgun. At
least you control the speed, if
not the destination.

hatching for some time. Talk
about the nuts and bolts.

TAU RUS M a ke su re

CAPRICORN You have
VIRGO Work could be your eye on the prize. Make

SCORPIO More people
CANCER Put yourself accept an idea you’ve been
SAGI T TA R IUS No
one is fooled when you cover

PISCES Keep the ball
rolling. W hatever you’ve
started is important enough
to merit consistent effort.
Provide direction for others.

03/24/10

Solution from 03/23/10

ACROSS
1 Date with an MD
5 Horse of a
certain color
9 One of the
March girls
13 Runny fromage
14 “La __ è mobile”:
“Rigoletto” aria
15 Declare openly
16 Extremely
defensive state
of mind
19 Pablo Neruda
work
20 Landlocked
Asian sea
21 Spats spots
22 Trial in simulated
conditions
24 Short orders in a
luncheonette?
25 Giant Mel
26 Retired Cunard
liner, brieﬂy
27 ’60s protest gp.
30 Physical play
34 Joint problem
35 Pig Latin refusal
36 Precipitous start?
37 Limoges product
38 Gardener’s areas
39 Abstinent one
41 Caps or Cat
preceder
42 Seedless bit of
ﬂora
43 Channel where
Susan Lucci
hawks her
jewelry line
44 Funny Fey
45 Ghoulish
49 __ rod: powerful
Old Testament
tool
52 Luminous glow
53 Objective
54 Sam-I-Am’s story
57 Margarine
58 Condos, e.g.
59 Like Cheerios
60 This puzzle’s
theme—
according to
Twain, it’s “a good
walk spoiled”
61 Insigniﬁcant
62 Prejudice
DOWN
1 Monk’s superior
2 Bluenose

3 Sappy trees
4 Drug in Shatner
novels
5 Like I, in some
cases
6 Turow work
about ﬁrst-year
law students
7 Political
commentator
Coulter
8 Hollywood’s
Wood
9 Goofs on the
mound
10 Activity from
below?
11 Schlep
12 Major rtes.
14 Diminutive celeb
sexologist
17 Like garden
smells
18 Not behind
23 Frat party garb
24 Assailed
26 Part of
26-Across
27 Dirty
28 Beach sight
29 Headline (in)
30 Teases
31 Beasts of
burden
32 Word processor

Solution for 03/23/10

command
33 La Scala
production
34 Togo neighbor
37 Medical imaging
proc.
39 Stiffen
40 They held Tara’s
title
42 Helsinki native
44 “... newt and __
frog”: “Macbeth”
45 Like some
basements
46 Religion founded
in 19th-century
Persia

47 Cowboy’s rope
48 Small-screen
awards
49 Wide-eyed
50 Woody’s
offspring
51 Fishing gear
52 Not fer
55 Wildebeest
56 Driver’s lic. info
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Quarterback camera makes debut
Spurrier, coaching staff to
get first-hand perspective of
Garcia’s pass attempts
Sam Davis

STAFF WRITER

With redshirt junior Stephen
Garcia slinging his way to four
interceptions during Tuesday
afternoon’s football practice
on t he Bluf f Road Prov ing
Grounds, coach Steve Spurrier
will be able to take
an in-depth look
at how his star
pupil broke
dow n t he
play via new
technology.
Coaches
will be
able to
s e e e x ac t l y
wh at G a rc ia
was look i ng
at when he
threw his
Richard Pearce / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

interceptions thanks to a small camera attached to
the top of his helmet that recorded everything in the
direction Garcia’s head was pointed.
“It’s one of those training aids you put on a
quarterback to see what the heck he’s looking at,”
Spurrier said. “So we’re going to go back and review to
see what Stephen’s looking at on all the interceptions
he threw in practice. He threw a handful of them.”
For the most part, the interceptions weren’t tipped
balls or receiver miscues. They landed pretty much
right in the defenders’ chests, sailing high or wide of
the target.
Garcia was the only player wearing the camera
Tuesday.
Shorthanded for Spring With another Gamecock
now sitting out of Spring practices thanks to senior
defensive tackle Ladi Ajiboye’s newly sprained foot,
the Gamecocks are a bit undermanned during these
early practices. Better safe than sorry is the attitude
that Spurrier is taking this season, as the Gamecocks
that have had injury problems in the past and proven
their value to the team will not put pads on until the
fall.
“Cliff Matthews will not participate and he doesn’t
need to participate. Rodney Paul will not and anybody
who’s had any injuries, we’ll keep them out of spring
ball,” Spurrier said.
The shortage of healthy, practicing players will
force Spurrier to play with the lineup a bit for the
upcoming Pro Day on April 10.

“We’re sort of a makeshift group right now for
Spring ball,” Spurrier said. “But hopefully we’ll have
enough to divide up teams [for Pro Day] and some
guys might have to play for both teams.”
O-Line Makes Progress Little by little, the
offensive line that struggled throughout 2009 is
making steps toward improving for the upcoming
season. New offensive line coach Shawn Elliott wasn’t
handed a group of All-League performers, but he is
working with what he has and so far, so good for the
Carolina offensive front.
“He’s got his hands full coaching these guys,
but they’re coming around and doing some good
things here and there,” Spurrier said. “We’re looking
forward to coaching the guys we got and some of
those freshmen coming in.”
It’s still extremely early and not much can be
inferred yet about how improved the offensive line
will be in the fall. But what Elliot sees is plenty of
room for improvement and a group of guys who are
ready for the challenge.
“I feel like we’re grasping it a little bit. We’ve got
to get a lot better; we’ve got to work a lot better as an
offensive line and as a group,” Elliot said. “We’ve got a
long way to go but these guys are willing to work and
willing to do the things necessary to be successful.”
Comments on this story?
E-mail sagckspt@mailbox.sc.edu

USC outlasts GSU in extras
Thomas delivers winning
three RBI triple in 13th inning
Ed Neuhaus

THE DAILY GAMECOCK

Like two heav y weight boxers trading
punches round after round, the Gamecocks
and Georgia Southern matched each other
blow for blow last night.
With how long the game took, it’s a wonder
either team is still standing.
Each time No. 14 South Carolina would
take a lead, the Eagles would counter with
a punch of their own. The Gamecocks and
Eagles matched scores in the third, fourth,
and sixth innings, and the game was tied
after the ninth inning as well.
But in the end, USC (17-4, 3-0 SEC) was
able to defeat GSU (11-11, 4-2 Southern) by
an 8-5 margin in a 13 inning marathon at J.I.
Clements Stadium in Statesboro.
The win was the eleventh in a row for the
Gamecock baseball team.
The punch that knocked out the Eagles
came off of the bat of senior catcher Brady
Thomas. With the bases loaded and one out
in the thirteenth inning, Thomas laced a
double deep into left field, scoring three.
Thomas was the star for the Gamecocks

on the evening, finishing 3-for-7 at the plate
with 4 RBI. Junior outfielder Jackie Bradley
Jr. also starred, going 3-for-5 with one RBI.
In the ninth, it looked like the Gamecocks
might be close to pulling out a 5-4 victory
when Eric Phillips of GSU hit a grounder to
Carolina third baseman Adrian Morales with
one out. But Morales’ throw sailed over the
head of first baseman Christian Walker, and
Scooter Williams scampered home to tie the
game at 5.
The twelfth inning saw a game-saving
performance by junior pitcher John Taylor.
Taylor entered with runners on first and
second with no outs, and stranded both
Eagles by notching two strikeouts and a
groundout.
Carolina’s first score came in the third
inning, as Bradley Jr. scored Bobby Haney
from third base to put the Gamecocks up 1-0.
But that lead didn’t last long, as GSU’s A.J.
Wirnsberger homered to tie the game.
Once again, the Gamecocks thought they’d
gotten the upper hand when Thomas led off
the sixth with a home run and Haney later
singled in the inning, scoring sophomore
outfielder Adam Matthews, putting Carolina
up by a 4-2 tally.
GSU was able to match those two runs in
the bottom of the inning and the game was
deadlocked for a third time.

Gamecocks step out
of conference action
Men travel to Clemson,
women take on Illinois
Dylan Foster and Paulina Berkovich
THE DAILY GAMECOCK
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Shortstop Bobby Haney collected two
RBI in Carolina’s 8-5 win over GSU.
The contest was the second in a row
between the two teams to go extra innings.
The Gamecocks won 2-1 in 10 innings last
season in Columbia.
Comments on this story?
E-mail sagckspt@mailbox.sc.edu

CAROLINA LOOKS TO END LOSING SKID
Softball travels to Conway in hopes of
snapping streak of 11 consecutive losses

Rodney Gray

THE DAILY GAMECOCK

The USC softball team is looking to snap an 11-game losing streak as it
takes on Coastal Carolina tonight in Conway.
The Gamecocks will be looking for their first road win of the season
and to rebound after losing by 20 runs to SEC foe Alabama. USC is
currently 0-7 in away games. The Gamecocks will be looking to duplicate
the performance they had earlier this year, when they defeated the
Chanticleers 11-3 in Columbia. The Chanticleers are 5-3 at home this year
and are currently on a five-game winning streak.
The Gamecocks continue to struggle on offense, scoring five runs
or less in their current slide. USC continues to look for answers on the
mound without starting pitcher Audrey Broyles. The Gamecocks have
allowed six or more runs in all seven of their road losses this year.

EN S After beating No. 25 Nebraska
and losing to No. 14 Ole Miss, the men’s
tennis schedule doesn’t let up as they travel
to Greenville to take on the No. 29 Clemson
Tigers. While the team is currently 0-5 in the
SEC, they have shown improvement recently,
and are looking to carry over some positive
momentum against the Tigers. The chance
for the Gamecocks to beat the Tigers on
the road makes this match that much more
important. When asked whether the team
raised its intensity when playing an instate
rival such as Clemson, USC coach Kent
DeMars was quick to acknowledge there’s
more excitement when the team plays the
Tigers.
USC should have an opportunity to win
based on Pedro Campos performance in
recent weeks. Campos is 11-1 in his last 12
singles matches . The bigger story for the
Gamecocks is that Diego Cubas, normally
the team’s No. 1 in singles matches, has been
playing much better, beating two nationally
ranked opponents in the last two matches.

WOMEN’S

The USC women’s tennis
team returns home after a 2-1 road trip
to take on No. 39 Illinois on Wednesday
afternoon. The Gamecocks are coming off a
5-2 win against Colorado on Saturday. Head
coach Arlo Elkins was happy with his team’s
effort in that match, and particularly with the
play of freshman Rita Maisak, who is taking
the place of injured teammate Madeleine
Saari-Byström . Maisak looks to improve
upon a 1-2 record in the sixth singles position,
where she will likely face Illinois sophomore
Amy Allin. The Illini (7-6) have won four
consecutive matches coming into their
contest with Carolina, and Elkins anticipates
a tough competition.
USC will have no time to rest after taking
on Illinois, with two more matches coming
up.
“We have a match Wednesday, Friday
and Sunday. This is our last non-conference
match,” Elkins said.
Today’s play will begin at 2 p.m..

Richard Pearce / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

Comments on this story?
E-mail sagckspt@mailbox.sc.edu

Freshman infielder Briana Hamilton slides into home plate
earlier this season. Carolina has lost 11 consecutive contests.

Healthy Carolina Farmer’s Market
Healthy Carolina Farmers Market will resume
this spring on the following Tuesdays:

March 30 and April 6, 13 & 20
The University and the Student Government have teamed with the
S.C. Department of Agriculture to offer the markets.

POSITIONS AVAILABLE
There are 10 open Senate seats in
the Student Government
For more information, stop by Room 227
in the Russell House.

Comments on this story?
E-mail sagckspt@mailbox.sc.edu

COCKY’S CARAVAN
Cocky’s Caravan provides rides to
USC students on Friday and
Saturday nights from 9pm to 1am.
For a complete
route map & schedule, visit:
http://www.sg.sc.edu/caravan.htm
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Place a Classified ad: p 803-777-3888 • f 803-777-6482 • www.dailygamecock.com

Two-line minimum
Lines average 30 characters in length

First insertion: $2.50 per line
Subsequent: $1.50 per line

classifieds

Major credit cards accepted

Additional Info

Line classified ad rates

DEADLINE

Additional options
Box around ad: $1.25
Logo insertion available for an additional cost

Noon, 1 business day prior
to publication

E-mail: sholmes@mailbox.sc.edu • Office hours: M-F 8:30 am - 5 pm • Russell House, Rm. 343

Announcements

Housing-Rent

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

Lifeguard training classes offered at
Harbison Recreation.
Call D.Cartee for more info 781-2281.

4BR 2BA 1700 sq ft 616 Laurel St. Walking distance to Vista. Perfect for 4 stds.
Available July 2010. 422-5704.

3 Stds looking for familes to live with to
exp language & culture. Very little English. Need homes ASAP. Call Faleh @
785-320-1798.

4BR 2B House avail Aug 1st. $1395
fenced yard Old Shandon 318-0729

Lifeguards Needed - Myrtle Beach
Now & summer! Good pay & conditions
with lodging Call 843-340-9084
eastcoaste2002@yahoo.com

Busy Allergist Office seeks, bright, hardworking, ethical students to work FT for
one year. Preferred start date is May
17th. We have both clinical and business
positions available. Excellent opportunity
for those interested in apply to medial
and/or graduate school. We can provide
hands on clinical experience. Only those
with excellent academic records and references need apply. Email with dates
available to begin work to
palmettoallergya@bellsouth.net

Apartments
1 to 5BR APTS. 1 BLOCK FROM USC
803-318-0800 rajaluri@aeliusa.com
Marion St. 1BR - CH&A w/d H20 &
parking included $470. Studio $425.
(803)530-2715 Available Summer only
or August 1st for 1 yr. lease.
PRE-LEASE FOR SUMMER/FALL
Reserve 2BR for $750 Market rate 905.
Reserve it today! All utilities incld.
Open M-F 9-5 Call Glenn 799-1442

Housing-Rent
ROOMS -4-RENT Lg Spacious
Walk to USC $300/mo. Call 463-5129
PLACE ON THE GREENE CONDO
2002 Greene St convenient to Starbucks & Gourmet Shop & groceries
2BR 2BA. Renovated with great paint
colors, new fans & fixtures. All appliances plus w/d andcute balcony Assgn.
pkg. & keyed secure entry. Available
Aug 1st $950/mo Call Mike 413-2516.
3BR 1.5 BA 1700 sq ft SFH in Rosewood $1,000 Plenty off st. pkg.
301-801-3573
2BR 1.5BA Townhouse W. Cola
5 min to downtown $850. 261-9085.

Housing-Sale
Laurens St. Duplex - 2 story 3BR 1BA
x2. Off st pkg $275k. Call 238-6916
In-town Jewel $224,700 Easy walking to
5PTS & USC completely renovated
home in Olde Shandon with wrap around
porch. Call Renee Culler with Russell
& Jeffcoat at 206-6349 or visit her
website reneeculler.com for info.

Help Wanted
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS!
$15 base-appt, flexible schedules, customer sales/svc, all ages 18+ conditions
apply, call 772-4112 or apply online
BestUSCjobs.com
Sodexho @ THE NATIONAL ADVOCACY CENTER is now accepting applications for a PT front desk clerk. This is
a great opportunity to gain experience in
a hotel atmosphere. Qualified applicant
must be able to work a flex sched, including weekends, and must be planing
on being in Columbia for the summer.
$7.75/h. Apply in person M-F
9am-4pm (Bring a copy of your
spring ‘10 class schedule and attach
it to your application.)
The National Advocacy Center
1620 Pendleton St.
EEO/a Drug Free Workplace

Landscape company looking for lawn
maintenance foreman flex sched. No
weekend work 20-40/hrs/wk.Valid drivers lic. Start at $10/hr. Call 955-3998.
Customer Svc Rep - to work on behalf
of our Co.18yrs. or above needed & you
must have computer skills. Acct. exp not
needed. Any job exp needed. You will
earn up to $1500/mo. Contact us at
js1960@live.com for more information
Top Producing Real Estate Earn Now
Hiring Downtown Location. Training &
Marketing included email resumes to
marybeth.hudson@era.com
BARTENDING up to $250/day . No exp
nec, training prov’d 800-965-6520 X 253.

Help Wanted
Summer Camps
PLAY SPORTS! HAVE FUN! SAVE $$
Maine Camp needs fun loving counselors for all land, adventure & water
sports.
Great
summer!
Call
888-844-8080, apply: campcedar.com
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Services

Help Wanted
Restaurants

PREGNANT, NEED HELP?

HARBOR IN SEAFOOD -Now hiring
servers/cashiers for day and night. Will
work with your schedule. Please apply
within 7375 Two Notch Rd 462-3498

FREE pregnancy test Call Birthright
765-0165

Al's Upstairs interview for line cooks,
evening hours great pay.
Contact Chef Mike 920-9407
HARPER’S Restaurant is looking for
friendly, hardworking and team work
minded hostesses, servers, and cooks.
Good availability is a must. Apply in
person Tuesday-Thursday 2-4PM.
Pasta Fresca seeking FT Servers.
Prior restaurant experience necessary
and summer availability required. If
interested, apply in person 3-6PM at
3405 Forest Dr. No phone calls please.

Win an
iPOD Touch!
from the

SALE!

Limited Quantities
Selling BELOW Education Prices
apple.sc.edu

GamecockAppleHub
Authorized Campus Store

Become a registered dailygamecock.com user.
Visit dailygamecock.com and
click on Register link to be entered to win.*
*Winners will be notified April 10. One entry per person.
Students, faculty, staff, and the university community are allowed to enter.

